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“Corporate responsibility covers a broad range of corporate actions in the 
economic, social, and environmental areas. RSPP is consistently working to 
support responsible business practices, it has initiated development of the 
Russian Business Social Charter and companies’ accession to it, and it 
contributes to the development of voluntary corporate non-financial reporting. 
We hope that the information provided on RSPP projects for the promotion of 
responsible business practices will be useful for small and large businesses, 
trade union leaders, officials and politicians, environmental and charity 
organizations, and other structures of a civil society.” 

A.N. Shokhin, RSPP President 

  Responsible entrepreneurship. Information transparency 

Main sections cover RSPP work in the field of corporate responsibility and endorsement of corporate social 
practices and development of social partnership. 

 

The Russia Business 
Social Charter. 

The Russian Business Social Charter 

The Social Charter is a code of basic principles of socially responsible 
business practices, which are applicable to routine operations of any 
organization. 

Over 230 companies and organizations with 5 million employees have 
already joined the Russian Business Social Charter. 

The National Register of Corporate Non-Financial 
Reports 

The National Register of Corporate Non-Financial Reports is a bank of 
officially published electronic versions of corporate reports concerning 
sustainable development and social environmental reports. The National 
Register contains over 200 reports, which have been issued since 2000. 

The Institute of Public Verification of Non-Financial 
Reports 

Public verification is independent certification of information contained in 
non-financial reports that are made by companies about the results of their 
activity in the field of corporate responsibility. 

The RSPP Non-Financial Reporting Board does public verification of 
corporate reports. 

Public Recognition: RSPP Contests 

RSPP is an intensive supporter of initiatives contributing to public 
recognition of successful practices of companies and on this basis 
strengthening the prestige of a responsible entrepreneur. 

 

 

The Corporate Practices Library 

The Corporate Practices Library is a data bank of 
electronic versions of companies corporate practices 
that operate in the Russian Federation. The library 
contains about 140 corporate practices. 

 

 

   Business and trade unions 

Social and employment relations should contribute to sustainable 
development, high competitiveness and growing revenues of corporations, 
occupational safety, professional and career growth. RSPP is an active 
participant of cooperation with trade unions and the government. We 
represent consolidated interests of enterprises, regional, industrial, and 
national business associations with the Russian Trilateral Commission for 
Regulation of Social and Labor Relations. 

The RSPP Committee on Social and Demographic Policy 

The committee is an operative body of RSPP where corporate social 
responsibility and social and demographic aspects of the cooperation of 
business and the government are discussed. The committee organizes the 
design of information and guidelines on issues of its work, and it designs 
proposals on initiatives for support of responsible business practices and 
presents them to RSPP governing bodies for approval. 

  

/illegible/ 



 
The Russian Business Social Charter was adopted by the RSPP Conference in 2004, and the new 2007 version was 
adopted in 2008. In 2007, the Social Charter was recognized as a national document that conforms to the UN 
Global Treaty. 3 

 

The Social Charter 

 

The Russian 
Business 
Social Charter 

 
THE SOCIAL CHARTER IS: 

• a voluntary strategic initiative of business; 

• a system of principles, directions, and limits of 
potential contributions of corporations and generally 
the business community to the development of the 
society; 

• a code of basic principles of responsible business 
practices; 

• a proposal for updating the contents of the dialog 
with business partners, namely, shareholders and 
investors, government bodies, employee 
associations, and civil society institutions; 

• a new format for evaluating the joint contribution of 
business and its partners in the country’s 
sustainable development. 

REGISTER OF ORGANIZATIONS 

Over 230 companies and organizations with 5.5 million 
employees have already joined the Russian Business 
Social Charter. 

LUKOIL, Rosneft, Tatneft, Transaero, Russian Railways, 
ROSBANK, Gazprombank, Baltica, Nornickel, RUSAL, 
Russian Communal Systems and many others who have 
declared responsible business practice principles a 
foundation of their business strategies are some of those 
who have joined the Social Charter. 

HOW TO JOIN THE SOCIAL CHARTER 

Registration of organizations acceding to the Social Charter 
is free of charge. 

To accede to the Social Charter, please complete the 
registration form and send it to RSPP: 

• by mail: The Russian Union of Industrialists and 
Entrepreneurs 10/4 Staraya Ploshchad, Moscow 
103070, Russia, with a note “Accession to the Social 
Charter;” 

• by e-mail (as a MS Word or MS Excel spreadsheet, 
with a note “Accession to the Social Charter.” 

RSPP will assign a registration number to the applicant. 

The Russian Union of 
Industrialists and 
Entrepreneurs has designed a 
system of basic indicators 
based on the main results of 
the company’s operation and 
recommends it for use in 
corporate practice. 

Number of organizations 
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The National Register of Corporate 
Non-Financial Reports 

 

|THE NATIONAL 
REGISTER OF 
CORPORATE 
NON-FINANCIAL 
REPORTS 

The National Register of Corporate Non-Financial Reports 
is a united and publicly available national center where 
information is gathered and distributed. 

Why is the Register established: 

• establishment of a united information database on 
corporate non-financial reports that would be 
available to interested parties; 

• systematization, generalization and distribution of the 
non-financial reporting experiences; 

• contributing to greater information transparency of 
corporate affairs, development of voluntary non-
financial reporting; 

• organization of information support of socially 
responsible acts of the business community. 

Summary data on the number of registered corporate 
reports at the beginning of the respective year by 
sector to which the company belongs. 

 

Sector to which the company belongs Number of companies Number of reports 

 01.01.07 01.01.08 01.01.09 01.01.10 01.01.07 01.01.08 01.01.09 01.01.10 

Oil and gas 10 10 11 12 22 29 35 48 
Electric power 3 14 20 20 7 20 38 43 
Metallurgic and mining 6 9 11 11 9 17 24 28 
Chemical, petrochemical, perfume 1 2 2 3 1 3 5 8 
Wood processing, pulp and paper mills 4 4 4 4 10 11 13 15 
Food production 2 2 2 3 5 8 8 11 
Finance and insurance 2 7 7 11 6 14 19 28 
Telecommunications — — 1 3 — — 1 4 

Housing and municipal services 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 
Education and healthcare — 2 2 2 — 2 3 4 
Transport — — 2 3 — — 4 7 
Other services — 1 1 1 — 1 1 1 

NCO — — 2 2 — — 2 2 
TOTAL 30 54 67 77 62 108 158 204 
Information on companies publishing non-financial reports and the Report Library are published on the RSPP web-site. 
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The ratio of published reports as compared by countries 
including UK, Canada, Japan, and Russia, for the time 
from when non-financial reports were first published till 
2009. 

(The total number of reports in these countries was taken 
as 100%) 

Non-financial reporting is developing intensively in the 
world, and the number of non-financial reports published 
each year is growing steadily. In the beginning of 2010, 
there were 6,225 companies registered in the 
www.corporateregister.com database who published 
non-financial reports annually, (from 1992 to 2009, 24,864 
non-financial reports were published). In Russia, non-
financial reports have been published since 2000. 

77 companies in Russia publish non-financial reports as 
separate documents. 

According to the National Register of Corporate Non-
Financial Reports, in 2000 - 2009 RSPP published 204 
non-financial reports. These include 33 environmental 
reports, 116 social reports, and 55 sustainable 
development reports. 

Development trends of non-financial reporting: 

• growing number of reporting companies; 

• expansion of the sectoral structure of the reporting 
organizations; 

• growing number of companies disclosing 
information in their reports as a triune summary 
including economical, environmental, and social 
efficiency; 

• better quality of reports. 

 

The dynamics of non-financial report publishing in Russia 

 

Sectors where companies publishing non-financial 

reports belong to 

Education and 
healthcare(2) 

NCO(2) 

Other services(1) 

Oil and gas (12) 

Electric power (20) 

Wood processing (4) 

Chemical (3) 

 

UK (world leader in 
non-financial 
reporting) 

Japan 

Canada Russia 

Non-financial reports (issued in 2001-2009) 
 
Sustainable development report 
 
Social report 
 

Environmental report 

Housing and municipal 

services (2) 

Finance (11) 

Transport (3) 

Metallurgy (11) 

Telecommunications (3) 

Food (3) 

http://www.corporateregister.com/
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The process of non-financial reporting is developing 
steadily in the oil and gas sector. At the same time, in the 
last two years the number of reports published by power 
companies has reduced steadily compared to the 
previous period, which is partly related to the structural 
changes happening to the companies. Finance 
companies are showing some activity, and the number of 
finance companies who report has increased. 

The sectoral structure of reporting organizations is 
expanding. On 01.01.2010, there were corporate reports 
from 12 sectors presented in the National Register, and 
on 01.01.2007, there were 7 sectors. 

A new element of the reporting process is appearing in 
the industrial reports with information about companies 
of the industry, such as the National Industrial Union of 
Employers in the Electric Power Sector, the Russian 
Brewers Union, and the Russian Chemists Union. 

Method of presentation of companies’ results in reports 

There are less than 15% social reports where only data 
on work with employees or charity programs or projects 
in the company’s area is presented. Environmental 
reports account for less than 8% of the total number of 
published reports issued in 2009. 

The basic documents on corporate social responsibility 
and non-financial reporting used by companies to draft 
foreign reports: 

• Global Reporting Initiative, a guideline on reporting 
on sustainable development (GRI); 

• АА1000 standards (AA1000 Framework, АА1000 
SES, AA1000 AS); 

• UN Global Treaty; 

• The Russian Business Social Charter and RSPP 
Basic Performance Indicators. 

Development analysis of corporate non-financial 
reporting in Russia is provided by RSPP in the following 
analytical overviews: 

• Non-financial reports of companies working in 
Russia: practices of social reporting development. 
An analytical overview. M., RSPP, 2006. 

• Development of social responsible practices. An 
analytical overview of corporate non-financial 
reports issued in 2006–2007. M., RSPP, 2008. 

Third analytical overview, which summarizes the practice 
of last years, will be published in late 2010. 

Over a half of non-financial reports published in 2009 
contain companies’ results as a triune summary. The 
documents contain data on economic results, 
contribution to social development, and the nature and 
dynamics of environmental impact. 

 

Triune summary (77%) 

social aspects 
only (15%) 

environmental 
aspects only (8%) 
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The Institute of Public 
Verification of Non-Financial 
Reports 
The RSPP Board on Non-Financial 
Reporting does public verification of 
corporate reports (social and on 
sustainable development). 

The subject of public verification is the 
significance and completeness of 
information on the company’s 
operation results disclosed in the non-
financial report (as stated 
in the Russian Business 
Social Charter). 

The Board members 
are experts in 
corporate 
responsibility and 
non-financial reporting 
who have authority and 
reputation in the expert 
and business community. 

The development of the 
public verification institute 
as a tool for independent data 
verification in non-financial reports is a new stage of 
further improvement of the voluntary non-financial 
reporting practice. 

Public verification practice of non-financial reports is 
gaining more and more support and development. 

The purpose of public verification of a corporate non-
financial report is: 

• contribution to public recognition of the business 
practice results disclosed in the corporate report; 

• raising trust of interested parties to information 
disclosed in the report; 

 

• raising transparency and opening corporate 
operation through the development of non-financial 
reporting; 

• identification of successful business practice results 
as a substantial intangible asset that is important for 
the society in general; 

• contribution to the process of non-financial 
reporting in the company. 

Objectives of the RSPP Board on non-
financial reporting: 

• assisting RSPP in solving problems related to 
development of responsible business practices; 

• doing public verification (certification) of corporate 
non-financial reports from the position of the 
Russian Business Social Charter; 

• helping organizations develop voluntary non-
financial reporting and improve report quality, 
improve responsible business practice management 
systems and liaise with interested parties; 

• endorsement of the experience exchange process 
and contributing to spreading information on 
companies’ operation according to the responsible 
business practice principles; 

• contributing to development of links with 
international institutes on issues of corporate 
responsibility and non-financial reporting; 

• initiation and participation in RSPP events, its 
members and partners organized for the 
development of responsible business practices, 
reporting process, and public recognition support of 
successful results of corporate activity. 

The rules of public verification of corporate non-financial 
reports and documents of the RSPP Board on non-
financial reporting are published on the RSPP web site. 
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Public Recognition: RSPP Contests 

The National Contest “The best Russian companies. 
Dynamics, efficiency, responsibility” 

Organized by RSPP. 

The goal of this contest is to find companies that are the 
most dynamically developing in the industry, based on 
rating evaluations for contributing to sustainable 
development of independent and responsible companies 
that meet the business’s long-term interests and contribute 
to the country’s sustainable development. 

The Social Responsibility nomination: 

The National Contest “Russia’s Corporate Donor” 

Organized by the Donor Forum non-commercial 
partnership of donor organizations, the Russian Union of 
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, the Ministry of 
Economic Development of Russia, and the Charity 
Commission of the Public Chamber of Russia. 

The goal of this contest is to find successful corporate 
practices in social investments and development of 
corporate charity. 

Nominations founded by RSPP: 

 

2009 

For consistency in development of non-financial reporting  
Winner: OAO LUKOIL 

For information transparency 
Winner: OAO Rosneft 

For social investments and projects 
Winner: OAO Severstal 

For achievements in development and maintenance of employee potential 
Winner: OAO Russian Railways 

2008 

Grand Prix in the Social Responsibility nomination 
Winner: OAO LUKOIL 

For consistency in development of non-financial reporting  
Winner: OAO GMK Norilsk Nickel 

For achievements in social investments and initiatives 
Winner: GK RENOVA 

For achievements in development and maintenance of employee potential 
Winner: OAO Sukhoy Company 

2007 
For contribution to the development of non-financial reporting: 
Winner: RAO UES OF RUSSIA 

 

2009 

The best program (project) disclosing corporate culture principles and 
contributing to the development of corporate standard of the company’s 
performance in the social sector 
Winner: The Sakhalin Salmon Initiative (Sakhalin Energy Investment 
Company Ltd.) 

2008 

The best program (project) aimed at better social climate in the 
surrounding community, taking care of family wellbeing  
Winners: 
The Road to Home program (OAO Severstal); What to Do in Emergencies 
program (Sakhalin Energy Investment Company Ltd.) 

2007 

The best program (project) of social development in the region 
contributing to its development 
Winner: 
KGD Social Partner charity fund programs, UralPlatina Holding (RENOVA 
Group) 
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The Corporate Practices Library of RSPP 
 

Since 2008, the Russian Union of Industrialists and 
Entrepreneurs has been implementing a project entitled 
“The Corporate Practices Library.” 

PROJECT GOALS: 

• summarizing information on corporate social 
practices; 

• contributing to the exchange of experience and 
spreading the successful Process Chart; 

• spreading information in the society on business’s 
participation in solving social issues. 

LIBRARY PARTICIPANTS (April 2010) 

LIBRARY SECTIONS: 

I. Corporate codes, policies and standard and corporate 
responsibility sector. 

II. Programs targeting company employees. 

III. Programs implemented in the external community 
(participation in economic, social, and cultural 
development of areas where companies are located). 

IV. Publications, collections, research, and overviews of 
corporate practices of RSPP and our partners. 

The library is available to the public at the RSPP web-site 
and is replenished consistently. 

 

Sector where the company belongs to Number of 
companies 

Total number of 
corporate 
practices 

Including: 

 Programs targeting own 
employees 

Programs targeting 
external community 

Codes, policies and 
standard in the area of 
corporate responsibility 

Oil and gas 11 32 14 15 3 
Electric power 10 16 4 9 3 
Metallurgy and mining 15 24 13 10 1 
Machine and equipment building 7 9 8 1  
Chemical, petrochemical and perfume 5 8 5 3  
Wood processing and pulp and paper 1 1 1   
Food production 2 8 3 2 3 
Telecommunications 4 5 3 2  
Finance and insurance 5 8 3 4 1 
Retail 1 2 1 1  
Housing and communal services 1 1  1  
Transport and roads 8 12 8 3 1 
Construction 2 3 1 2  
Agriculture and forestry 2 4 2 2  
Education, science, and culture 2 2 1 1  
Other services 2 2 1 1  
Intersectoral 1 1  1  
 79 138 68 58 12 

 
 

 

companies corporate practices 
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Corporate practices catalog. April 2010 

1. CODES, POLICIES, AND 

STANDARD OF COMPANIES 
IN CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY OAO Baltica 
Breweries 

OAO Marienergosbyt 

OAO Moscow Heat 
Network Company 

ROSATOM State Nuclear 
Energy Cn 

OAO GMK Norilsk Nickel 

OAO AFK Sistema 

OAO Russian Railways 

Sakhalin Energy Investment 
Company Ltd. 

OAO NK Rosneft 

OAO LUKOIL 

2. ATTRACTING, RETAINING 

AND DEVELOPING EMPLOYEES 

OAO Baltica 
Breweries 

OOO Gazprom dobycha Noyabrsk 

OOO Gazprom dobycha Yamburg 

Sakhalin Energy Investment 
Company Ltd. 

Branch of OAO MRSK Volgi 
- Orenburgenergo 

OAO Novolipetsk 
Metallurgic Plant 

OAO KuibyshevAzot 

OAO Nizhnekamskneftekhim 

OAO AK Transaero 

 

OAO Russian Railways 

OAO LUKOIL 

OAO Kostromaenergo 

OAO WGC-4 (E.ON concern) 

OAO United Power 
Engineering Plants 

Alkoa Russia 

OK RUSAL 

OAO Severstal 

OAO Northwest Telecom 

SAKHO Group 

Bauman Moscow Technical 
University 

ENERGOPROM GROUP (GK 
RENOVA) 

3. OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY, 

SAFETY AND WELLBEING, 
HEALTH AND HEALTHY LIFESTYLE 
ENDORSEMENT 

OAO Koltsovo Airport 
(GK RENOVA) 

OAO LUKOIL 

Sakhalin Energy Investment 
Company Ltd. 

OOO Gazprom dobycha Nadym 

OAO Tatneft 

OAO Gazprom neft 

TNK ВР 

OAO TTC Industrialny 

Branch of OAO MRSK Volgi 
- Orenburgenergo 

OAO TAGMET 

 

Metalloinvest Holding 

KES Holding (GK RENOVA) 

OAO AKRON 

OAO KuibyshevAzot 

OAO Mondi Business 
Paper Syktyvkar LPK 

OAO KorSsis 

FK Uralsib 

OAO Aeroflot - Russian 
Airlines 

OAO Roszheldorproekt 

OAO Transcontainer 

SAKHO Group 

BVK Group 

OAO GAO VVC 

ENERGOPROM GROUP (GK 
RENOVA) 

4. ENVIRONMENT 

PROTECTION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY 

Sakhalin Energy Investment 
Company Ltd. 

OAO LUKOIL 

OOO Lukoil — KMN 

OOO Lukoil — Permnefteorgsintez 

OAO Samara Metallurgic 
Plant 

Eurocement Group Holding 

Renova-Orggsintez Holding 
(GK RENOVA) 

OAO Sinarsky Pipe 
Plant (OAO TMK) 
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OAO IzhAvto 

ФГУП MMPP Salyut 

OAO VSMPO-AVISMA Corporation 

OAO Sibur-PETF 

OOO Dirol Cadbury 

ZAO United Metallurgic 
Company 

5. SUPPORT OF MOTHERS, 
CHILDREN, AND EMPLOYEES 
WITH FAMILY DUTIES 

OAO LUKOIL 

OAO Chuvashian Power 
Sales Company 

OAO TGC-5 

OAO Severstal 

OAO Novolipetsk 
Metallurgic Plant 

KNAUF CIS GROUP 

UGMK 

OAO Bank VTB 

Vnesheconombank 

OAO AK Transaero 

OAO Aeroflot - 
Russian Airlines 

OAO Russian Railways 

Eurocement Group Holding 

OAO Magnitogorsk 
Metallurgic Plant 

OOO Amway 

Urals Mining Company 

 

6. SUPPORT OF THE YOUTH, 
PATRIOTIC AND MORAL 
EDUCATION, SUPPORT OF 
VETERANS AND FORMER 
EMPLOYEES  

OAO LUKOIL 

FGUP PO Zavod imeni 
Sergo — POZIS 

OAO TKZ Krasny Kotelshik 

OAO Sukhoy Company 

Renova-Rogsintez Holding 
(GK RENOVA) 

OAO Rostovkniga 

OAO Baltica 
Breweries 

MESI 

OAO Tatneft 

OAO Togliatti Transformer 

OAO TAGMET 

OAO NPO Promavtomatika 

OAO Abdulinsky PRMZ 
Remputmash 

7. SUPPORT OF SOCIAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE, HOUSING 
SECTOR, SUPPORT OF FAMILY 
AND SMALL BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT  

Renova Group 

OOO Gazprom dobycha Noyabrsk 

OOO Gazprom dobycha Yamburg 

OAO LUKOIL 

 

OK RUSAL 

OOO UralPlatina Holding 

OAO Nizhnekamskneftekhim 

OAO Baltica 
Breweries 

OAO Northwest Telecom 

BVK Group 

OAO Severstal 

8. SOCIAL SERVICES 
AND OTHER SOCIAL 
PROGRAMS 

Sakhalin Energy Investment 
Company Ltd. 

OAO Severstal 

FK Uralsib 

OAO LUKOIL 

OAO Tatneft 

OAO NPO Promavtomatika 

ZAO FIA-BANK 

OAO Rostovkniga 

OAO Remputmash Kaluga Plant 

OAO NPO Saturn 

OAO Russian Communal 
Systems (GK RENOVA) 

AKADO Group (GK RENOVA) 

KES-Holding (GK RENOVA) 
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Business and trade unions 

 

RSPP in the Russian Trilateral Commission for Settlement of Social and Labor Relations 

Conclusions and proposals on projects of draft laws and other legal regulations 
 

Year 
Total number of projects 

reviewed Endorsed Not endorsed Proposals made for adoption of drafts written by 
RSPP 

2008 9 4 4 1 

2009 30 10 22 8 

2010 3 — 3 — 

TOTAL: 42 14 29 9 

 
 

Notes and proposals on drafts of laws and other legal regulations 

2010 

FEBRUARY 
Draft federal law No. 296025-5 On amendment of article 81 of the Russian Labor Code (setting a term during which 
an employee can be fired if he is not fit for his position or job due to insufficient qualification confirmed by 
attestation results) 

Not endorsed 

FEBRUARY Draft federal law No. 298565-5 On amendment of the Russian Labor Code (increasing the term for employees to file 
a court case to solve an individual labor dispute) Not endorsed 

FEBRUARY Draft federal law No. 294041-5 On amendment of some legal acts of the Russian Federation (employers’ duties 
when a big amount of employees are made redundant) Not endorsed 

MARCH Draft federal law No.85512-5 On amendment of some legal acts of the Russian Federation (social support for 
pedagogical workers) Not endorsed 

2009 

JANUARY 
Draft federal laws On amendment of the Russian Criminal Code and On amendment of the Administrative Offense 
Code of the Russian Federation (submitted for consideration to the Russian Trilateral Commission of the 
Independent Trade Union Federation of Russia) 

Not endorsed 

FEBRUARY Draft federal law On amendment of article 26 of the federal law On railway transport in the Russian Federation Endorsed 

FEBRUARY Draft Russian government order On extra measures for mitigation of tension on labor markets of Russian regions Proposals 
made 

MARCH Draft federal law On establishment of a district coefficient in the Zabaykalsky Kray, Republic of Buryatia, 
Primorsky Kray, Khabarovsk Kray, Amur region, and the Jesish Autonomous Region Not endorsed 
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MARCH Draft federal law On amendment of part four of the Russian Labor Code (regulation of the work of employees engaged in 
work with hazardous work conditions at companies producing coal by the underground method) Not endorsed 

MARCH Draft federal law On amendment of some legal acts of the Russian Federation due to adoption of the federal law On 

consumer lending Not endorsed 

MARCH Draft concept of federal laws aiming for establishment of a system to secure employees’ pecuniary rights in the event 
of the employer’s bankruptcy Not endorsed 

APRIL Draft program of anti-crisis measures of the Russian government for 2009 Proposals 
made 

APRIL Draft federal law No. 161030-5 On amendment of article 331 Of the Russian Labor Code Endorsed 

APRIL Draft federal law No. 154785-5 On amendment of article 112 Of the Russian Labor Code (on non-working holiday days) Not endorsed 

MAY Proposals on amendment of the federal law On the Russian Trilateral Commission (RTK) of social and labor relations and 
its regulations (made by RSPP)  

Proposals 
made 

MAY 
Draft federal law No. 161721-5 On amendment of the Russian law On employment of the population in the Russian 
Federation and the Administrative Offence Code of the Russian Federation in the part of workplace quotas for college 
and university graduates 

Not endorsed 

MAY 

Draft federal laws No. 195768-5 On insurance contributions to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation, the Social 
Insurance Fund of the Russian Federation and funds of obligatory medical insurance, and No. 195774-5 On amendment of 
some legal acts of the Russian Federation and invalidation of some legal acts and their provisions due to adoption of the 
federal law On insurance contributions to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation, the Social Insurance Fund of the 
Russian Federation and funds of obligatory medical insurance (the notes and proposals of RSPP submitted to RTK and the 
State Duma) 

Proposals 
made 

MAY Draft federal law No. 168096-5 On amendment of article 7.1 of the Russian law On employment of the Russian population 
(transfer of functions in employment of the population from the federal level to the level of Russian regions) Not endorsed 

JUNE Proposals on amendment of the federal law On amendment of the federal law On employee associations (made by RSPP) Endorsed 

JUNE Proposals on improvement of mechanisms for protection against unemployment based on introduction of  unemployment 
insurance principles (Proposals submitted to RSPP to RTK for consideration) 

Proposals 
made 

JULY Draft federal law No. 207713-5 On amendment of article 59 of the Russian Labor Code (on exclusion of old age 
pensioners from the list of persons who can be hired to work under a term contract on agreement of the parties) Not endorsed 

JULY Draft federal law No. 200036-5 On amendment of the Russian Labor Code (on expansion of the term employment contract 
expiring when the woman is pregnant before the end of the pregnancy and birth leave) Not endorsed 

JULY 
Draft order of the Russian Healthcare and Social Development Ministry entitled The rules of 2009 funding of preventive 

measures to reduce work injuries and professional diseases of employees and resort treatment of employees engaged in 
work with harmful or/and hazardous production factors 

Endorsed 

JULY Draft order of the Russian Healthcare and Social Development Ministry On amendment of clause 16 of the Statute on 

features of the order of average wage calculation Endorsed 
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JULY Draft federal law On state strategic planning Proposals 
made 

JULY On scenario conditions of the functioning of the region economy and basic parameters of the forecast of 
Russia’s social and economic development in 2010 and the planned period of 2011 and 2012 

Proposals 
made 

JULY On implementation of the Main directions of Russia’s fiscal policy in 2010 and the planned period of 2011 and 
2012 

Proposals 
made 

JULY Draft federal law No. 138454-5 On amendment of article 10 of the federal law On transport safety Endorsed 

SEPTEMBER Draft federal law No. 20471-5 On extra social security for some categories of coal industry company workers Not endorsed 

SEPTEMBER Draft federal law On the budget of the Federal obligatory medical insurance fund for 2010 and the planned period 
of 2011 and 2012 Not endorsed 

SEPTEMBER Draft federal law On the budget of the Russian social insurance  fund for 2010 and the planned period of 
2011 and 2012 Not endorsed 

SEPTEMBER Draft federal law On the budget of the Federal Pension Fund for 2010 and the planned period of 2011 and 2012 Endorsed 

OCTOBER Draft plan of events for implementation of the Concept of action on the labor market in 2008-2010 (RSPP notes 
and proposals submitted to RTK for consideration) 

Proposals 
made 

OCTOBER Draft federal law No. 229131-5 On amendment of article 112 Of the Russian Labor Code (on non-working holiday 
days) Not endorsed 

OCTOBER Draft order of the Russian Healthcare and Social Development Ministry On establishment of a system for 

obligatory certification of organizations providing services in the occupational safety area 
Proposals 
made 

OCTOBER Draft of the Basic directions of budget policy in 2010 and the planned period of 2011 and 2012 Proposals 
made 

OCTOBER Draft federal law No. 233941-5 On amendment of article 59 Of the Russian Labor Code (on term contracts with 
employers who are small business subjects) Endorsed 

OCTOBER Draft federal law On amendment of article 12 of the federal law of July 24, 1998, No.125-FZ On obligatory social 
insurance against manufacture accidents and professional diseases 

Proposals 
made 

NOVEMBER Draft federal law No. 264661-5 On amendment of article 101 Of the Russian Labor Code (on the order of 
establishment of work schedule with an unlimited working day) Not endorsed 

DECEMBER Draft federal law On amendment of the federal law On the legal status of foreign citizens in the Russian 

Federation an the Tax Code and Budget Code of the Russian Federation Endorsed 

DECEMBER Draft federal law No. 280873-5 On amendment of the Russian Labor Code (concerning regulation of work of 
workers engaged in underground work) Not endorsed 
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DATE COMMITTEE MEETING SUBJECTS IN 2006-2009 

2009 

NOVEMBER 19 Subject: Social and demographic aspects of interaction of the business and the government: Roundtable discussion 
 

APRIL 15 Subject: 
 The social policy of the government and corporate practices in crisis times: a session of the National RSPP Forum in 
the framework of the Russian Business Week (together with the RSPP Committee on the Labor Market and Human 
Resource Strategies) 

JUNE 25 Subject: The economic crisis and the demographic crisis: the first lessons 

FEBRUARY 25  Subject:  Socially responsible human resource management in crisis times 

2008 

NOVEMBER 19 Subject: Corporate social responsibility and non-financial reporting during a global finance crisis 

JUNE 4 Subject: Tools for support of responsible business practices 

FEBRUARY 6 Subject: Business and social development: Roundtable discussion with participation of foreign organizations 

2007 

NOVEMBER 18 Subject: Design of documents in the area of responsible business practices 

OCTOBER 5 Subject: Corporate responsibility and non-financial reporting 

JUNE 5 Subject:  The school milk program and its role in implementation of national projects in healthcare, education, agriculture 
development and improvement of the demographic situation in the country 

2006 

DECEMBER 13 Subject: Corporate responsibility in human resource development and social and labor relations: The social report of the 
brewery sector: Business practicum 

NOVEMBER 9 Subject: Promotion of responsible business practice principles 

SEPTEMBER 22 Subject: Russian village. Economy and life standard: a session of the RSPP Russian Business Forum 

MAY 24 Subject:  Social responsibility of Russian companies: development trends and priority issues. The 
Committee’s objectives 

Since April 2010, the new name of the Committee is the RSPP Committee on Corporate Social Responsibility and Demographic Policy. 



 

 

RSPP recommends: 

Analytical overviews of corporate non-financial reports 
(2006, 2008): a summary of practices and development 
trends in the reporting process, recommendations. 

Basic performance indicators. Recommendations on use in 
management practices and corporate non-financial reporting: a 
system of indicators showing key results of companies’ 
operation. 

Five steps on the way of a company’s social stability, 
Recommendations on assessment of operation and drawing non-
financial reports, a tool for quality interpretation of goals and 

operation results of companies. 

The Russian Business Social Charter: a code of principles of 
responsible business practices. 

RSPP positions: 
On responsible business practices and non-financial reporting 
(2006). 

On responsible business practices in the post-crisis economic 

development of Russia (2009). 
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